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A Work of Heart: A 12 months of Kindergarten Artwork Lessons offers a visual art curriculum and
guidebook written specifically for kindergarten teachers, art teachers, and parents of

kindergarteners. A Work of Heart guides the teacher through a one year art program made to
integrate with a variety of curriculum standards. Here it is! A kindergartener should have something
designed just for them and their unique imaginations and skills. There are many books created for

K-5th grade but whoever has taught artwork knows that there exists a massive difference between
those ages. The book uses basic language, lots of pictures, and step-by-step instructions.
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Misleading Book Title To contact this a "year well worth of art lessons" is laughable. There are just 2
lessons written up for each month. Even though you only have artwork once a week, this wouldn't
be enough. Don't waste money on this book as the guidance was common and the lessons had
been even more crafts than art. Five Stars Honest seller, item arrived as described A Year of
Lessons? Looking forward to more in the series.? And then the outline type within every month is so
user-friendly -- no need to reinvent the wheel . I'm a skill instructor at an elementary college and I'm
usually looking for brand-new lesson ideas. This book contains a good assortment of art lessons
that are age appropriate for Kindergarten children. Third, I'm thrilled to visit a book which will bring
art to kids. These lessons are wonderful for the first 8 weeks (maybe) but there really isn't enough
to fill an entire school year. Possibly the lessons could be used as starting lessons in a series of
units that period the year.I would recommend this publication to a fresh teacher or a normal
classroom teacher who wants to incorporate art into their curriculum. The more experienced
elementary art teacher won't find anything fresh in this book. So ideal for K teachers!. Many thanks
for thoughtful and useful lessons. I have even utilized them with Pre-K kids, and also have adapted
them into more technical lessons for 1st - 3rd quality classes. The lessons reflect the times of year
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and the full color pictures are wonderful. Most kids will thrive in this environment! The book kicks off
with a quick-read intro to teaching art to small children that seems to cover all of the basic (and not-
so-basic) conditions that will be encountered. The suggested monthly "plan" of projects makes so
much sense. We really wanted to like this book.. This book is written for kindergarten teachers to
integrate art into their very full 1/2 day curriculum. follow this tested lesson plan and you'll be golden!
A nice collection of lessons! While nurturing children's innovative spirits, this teacher seems to learn
how to maintain control of the course! WOW! Art for a Year I've positive comments and a few
critique comments:First, it's wonderful to inspire kindergarten teachers to do art at least one time
weekly, so perhaps a reserve with 64 pages will fill an entire school 12 months in kindergarten. I'd
like to see art every day, and in that case, this wouldn't fill the entire year, but most teachers
wouldn't do artwork that often in any case. Second, as a assessment, I am an writer of art books,
and I was amazed to see the cost over $20 for a brief reserve. The books I create are $18.95 and
have 144+ webpages, and usually about 100-150 art projects, even the main one I did in full color.
My problem with this reserve is in the name - a year of kindergarten artwork lessons. The more
children can produce and make decisions and choices within their artwork explorations, the better
off they'll be in all areas of education. And --- I really like the artwork on the cover! I am hoping the
book finds success in the kindergarten classroom, where art has virtually disappeared and is
changed by academics which used to be reserved for quality one.I also enjoy the teaching style this
art instructor encourages. A publication focused particularly on kindergarten college students is a
superb idea. I like how the lessons are art lessons with a lot of solutions using creativity and lots of
different art products. I wish that artwork could be taught everyday! Love Love the tips, love the
format, love that it is easy to check out with kindergartners.?
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